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Comparison of four models to rank failure likelihood

of individual pipes
APPENDIX A. EVALUATION OF RANKING ABILITY
Let P denote a set comprising a homogeneous group of

pipes. Let p denote the number of pipes in P. Let N

denote a subset of P, which has n pipes that have the highest

number of breaks. If one draws at random a single pipe from

P, the probability that this pipe is a member of N is n/p. If n

pipes are selected at random from P, the probability that

exactly k pipes are members of N can be calculated by:

Pr(x ¼ kjp, n) ¼ Ck
n � Cn�k

p�n

Cn
p

; n<
1
2
(pþ k) ðA1Þ

where Cu
v denotes the number of combinations (order is not

important) to draw u out of v items:

Cv
u ¼ u!

v! � (u� v)!
ðA2Þ

If n pipes are drawn at random from set P and H out of

the n pipes that are members of N, then H is a random

number with a hyper-geometric probability distribution

(Figure A1). The probability that H is at least equal to k
Figure A1 | Probability distribution of H hits when drawing at random n¼ 279 of p¼ 1,330 pi
can be calculated by:

Pr(H≥ kjp, n)¼ 1�
Xk�1

i¼0

Pr(H¼ ijp, n); n<
1
2
(pþk) ðA3Þ

In the evaluation of a model’s ranking ability, we com-

pare the success of the model to correctly identify a given

number of pipes with the highest number of breaks to the

probability of scoring with the same success by chance.

More specifically, we determine what is the probability of

randomly selecting n out of p pipes, so that at least H of

the selected pipes (H� n) truly belong to the n pipes with

the highest number of breaks (H is referred to here as the

number of hits). This probability is usually termed ‘P-value’

for similar types of analyses. It is clear that the smaller the

P-value the more significant the model results, because the

probability of obtaining these results by chance is small.

For example, for the group comprising p¼ 1,330 pipes, in

the validation period there were: 1 pipe with �5 breaks, 4

pipes with �4 breaks, 20 pipes with �3 breaks, 72 pipes

with �2 breaks and 279 pipes with �1 break. The models
pes.



Table A1 | P-values for H hits given n random draws from a population of p¼ 1,330

k pipes with breaks �b
b n Hits Hit ratio (%) P-value

5 1 1 100 0.00075

4 4 1 25 0.012

3 20 6 30 0.0

2 72 23 32 0.0

1 279 124 46 0.0
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we tested identified correctly 1, 1, 6, 23, 124 pipes, with at

least 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 breaks, respectively. Table A1 provides

the respective P-values, while Figure A1 illustrates the prob-

ability distribution of scoring H hits upon selecting n¼ 279

pipes from a group of p¼ 1,330 pipes.
APPENDIX B. AGGREGATION FUNCTIONS FOR THE
ORDERED LISTS (OL) MODEL

CardIndepend is an aggregation function that assumes that

all covariates act independently on the prediction of future

breaks.

Csi ¼ WLbRLb
i þWLlRLl

i þWLRRLR
i þWLSRLS

i ðB1Þ

CardDepend is an aggregation function that assumes

covariates do not act independently. The dependencies

between covariates are assumed to correspond to the differ-

ence in rankings between pairs of covariates (i.e. for every

pipe, each pair of covariates forms a dependency that is

equal to ranking difference between these two covariates).

Note that here we have 4þ 6¼ 10 weights, which is

different from what was described in training step h. (for

simplicity, training step h. lists only four weights).
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OrdMaxMin is an aggregation function that for each

pipe assigns weights only to the covariates that form the
highest and the lowest rankings (remember that low value

R means high ranking, i.e. RLb
i ¼ 1 means that pipe i ranks

first or is at the top of the list – with covariate NOKPF).

Csi ¼Wmaxmin(RLb
i ,RLl

i ,R
LR
i ,RLS

i )

þWminmax(RLb
i ,RLl

i ,R
LR
i ,RLS

i ) ðB3Þ

OrdMaxNext is an aggregation function that for each

pipe assigns weights only to two covariates that form the

two highest rankings. Note that only two weights are

required in the last two aggregation functions, which again

is different from what is described in training step h.

Csi ¼Wmax �min(RLb
i ,RLl

i ,R
LR
i ,RLS

i )

þWnext � second lowest (RLb
i ,RLl

i ,R
LR
i ,RLS

i )
ðB4Þ

OrdAll is an aggregation function that for each pipe

assigns weights to all the covariates according to the relative

ranking of these covariates.

Csi ¼W1 �min(RLb
i ,RLl

i ,R
LR
i ,RLS

i )

þW2 � second lowest (RLb
i ,RLl

i ,R
LR
i ,RLS

i )

þW3 � third lowest (RLb
i ,RLl

i ,R
LR
i ,RLS

i )

þW4 � fourth lowest (RLb
i ,RLl

i ,R
LR
i ,RLS

i )

þW5 � fifth lowest (RLb
i ,RLl

i ,R
LR
i ,RLS

i ) ðB5Þ

OrdChoquet is an aggregation function that is based on

the so-called Choquet Integral.

Csi ¼W1 �min(RLb
i ,RLl

i ,RLR
i ,RLS

i )

þW2 � [second lowest (RLb
i ,RLl

i ,RLR
i ,RLS

i )

�min(RLb
i ,RLl

i ,RLR
i ,RLS

i )]
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Mixed is an aggregation function that is a composite of

CardIndepend and OrdAll functions, i.e. it comprises the

sum of four weights from Equation (B1) and four weights

from Equation (B5).
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APPENDIX C. CLASSES (BINS) FOR THE NBCMODEL

Binning of pipe Length

Five bins were selected for the Length covariate, namely

Very low (VL), Low (L), Medium (M), High (H) and Very

high (VH). The initial values for upper and lower bounds

for the five bins are selected by linearly dividing the range

of pipe lengths in the analysed group into five ranges. The

following table (Table C1) was obtained by denoting the

length of the shortest pipes in the group by Lmin and the

length of the longest pipe in the group by Lmax.

Binning of Recency covariate

Five bins were selected for the Recency covariate, namely

Very low (VL), Low (L), Medium (M), High (H) and Very

high (VH) (Table C2).

Binning of Scatter covariate

Five bins were selected for the Scatter covariate, namely

Very low (VL), Low (L), Medium (M), High (H) and Very

high (VH) (Table C3).
Table C1 | Binning of Length covariate

Bin Lower bound Upper bound

VL Lmin Lminþ (Lmax� Lmin)/5

L Lminþ (Lmax� Lmin)/5 Lminþ 2(Lmax� Lmin)/5

M Lminþ 2(Lmax� Lmin)/5 Lminþ 3(Lmax� Lmin)/5

H Lminþ 3(Lmax� Lmin)/5 Lminþ 4(Lmax� Lmin)/5

VH Lminþ 4(Lmax� Lmin)/5 Lmax

Table C2 | Binning of Recency covariate

Bin Lower bound Upper bound

VL Rmin Rminþ (Rmax�Rmin)/5

L Rminþ (Rmax�Rmin)/5 Rminþ 2(Rmax�Rmin)/5

M Rminþ 2(Rmax�Rmin)/5 Rminþ 3(Rmax�Rmin)/5

H Rminþ 3(Rmax�Rmin)/5 Rminþ 4(Rmax�Rmin)/5

VH Rminþ 4(Rmax�Rmin)/5 Rmax
Binning of NOKPF covariate

Six bins were selected for the NOKPF covariate, namely

Zero, Very low (VL), Low (L), Medium (M), High (H) and

Very high (VH). The Zero bin includes only pipes with no

NOKPF. Two different methods were examined for deter-

mining the initial values for upper and lower boundaries

for the five other bins. The first method was similar to the

previous covariates, namely linearly dividing the range of

observed NOKPF values in the group into five ranges.

Denoting the highest observed NOKPF value in the group

by Kmax, we obtain the following table (Table C4):

With the second method, the range of observed NOKPF

values in the group was divided into five ranges using a log-

arithmic scheme (Table C5):

The integer function combined with the addition of 0.5

is used to round off the bounds to integers, as NOKPF

assumes integer values. The logarithmic scale was tested

because typically breakage distribution among pipes is

such that fewer and fewer pipes have higher and higher

numbers of observed breaks. The logarithmic binning cre-

ates smaller bins at the low range and larger bins at the

high range of breakage. Consequently, the number of pipes

in the various bins tends to be more balanced (as opposed
Table C3 | Binning of Scatter covariate

Bin Lower bound Upper bound

VL Smin Sminþ (Smax–Smin)/5

L Sminþ (Smax� Smin)/5 Sminþ 2(Smax–Smin)/5

M Sminþ 2(Smax� Smin)/5 Sminþ 3(Smax–Smin)/5

H Sminþ 3(Smax� Smin)/5 Sminþ 4(Smax–Smin)/5

VH Sminþ 4(Smax� Smin)/5 Smax

Table C4 | Linear binning of NOKPF covariate

Bin Lower bound Upper bound

Zero Zero Zero

VL Kmin Kminþ (Kmax�Kmin)/5

L Kminþ (Kmax�Kmin)/5 Kminþ 2(Kmax�Kmin)/5

M Kminþ 2(Kmax�Kmin)/5 Kminþ 3(Kmax�Kmin)/5

H Kminþ 3(Kmax�Kmin)/5 Kminþ 4(Kmax�Kmin)/5

VH Kminþ 4(Kmax�Kmin)/5 Kmax



Table C5 | Logarithmic binning of NOKPF covariate

Bin Lower bound Upper bound

Zero Zero Zero

VL 1 Int{exp[Ln(Kmax)/5 * 1)]þ 0.5}

L Int{exp[Ln(Kmax)/5 * 1)]þ 0.5} Int{exp[Ln(Kmax)/5 * 2)]þ 0.5}

M Int{exp[Ln(Kmax)/5 * 2)]þ 0.5} Int{exp[Ln(Kmax)/5 * 3)]þ 0.5}

H Int{exp[Ln(Kmax)/5 * 3)]þ 0.5} Int{exp[Ln(Kmax)/5 * 4)]þ 0.5}

VH Int{exp[Ln(Kmax)/5 * 4)]þ 0.5} Kmax

‘Int’ is the integer function.
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to the linear binning where bins in the lower range have

many more pipes than in the higher range).

The various components in Equation (8) are easily com-

puted as in the following examples. Denote the total number
of pipes in the group by N, the desired number of pipes with

highest number of breaks by n, the number of pipes with

Y¼ 1 that also have Zero NOKPF by GY¼1, NOKPF¼0, the

number of pipes with Y¼ 0 that also have Zero NOKPF by

GY¼0,NOKPF¼0, the number of pipes with Y¼ 1 that also

have Low NOKPF by GY¼1,NOKPF¼L, etc.

Pr(Y ¼ 1) ¼ n=N

Pr(Y ¼ 0) ¼ (N � n)=N

Pr(XNOKPF¼ZerojY ¼ 1) ¼ GY¼1,NOKPF¼0=n

Pr(XNOKPF¼ZerojY ¼ 0) ¼ GY¼0,NOKPF¼0=N

Pr(XNOKPF¼LjY ¼ 1) ¼ GY¼1,NOKPF¼L=n

Pr(XNOKPF¼LjY ¼ 0) ¼ GY¼0,NOKPF¼L=N

and so forth for all other covariates.
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